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THE CANTERBURY ECONOMY: 

• 53.2% of businesses within the Canterbury region expect regional economic conditions to be 
moderately to substantially worse in 12 months’ time compared to now, a 12.2% increase 
on the last quarter. 

• 29% expect regional economic conditions to remain the same in 12 months’ time compared 
to now.   

• 17.7% expect regional economic conditions to be moderately better in 12 months’ time 
compared to now. 

• Businesses expect to be worse off compared to last quarter.  32.2% of businesses expect 
their organisation’s own earnings to have improved in 12 months’ time, a 20% decrease on 
the last quarter.  

• 6.5% of businesses expect their own earnings to be substantially worse in 12 months’ time. 

• 62.3% of businesses in the Canterbury region expect to invest in new equipment, plant and 
additional resource within the next 12 months, in line with expectations during the previous 
quarter. 

 

THE NEW ZEALAND ECONOMY: 

• The majority of businesses within the Canterbury region think that the Government is not 
performing when it comes to managing the broader New Zealand economy.   

• 77% of businesses think the Government is managing the New Zealand economy moderately 
or substantially worse today than this time last year.  41% of respondents selected 
substantially worse. 

• The top five issues for businesses in the current quarter are labour market constraints, 
supply chain constraints, government spending, interest rate rises and Fair Pay Agreements.  



• The availability of staff, immigration settings and economic conditions remain the largest 
barriers or challenges that Canterbury businesses are experiencing which are prohibiting 
operating to their full extent and preventing growth. 

• Four out of five, or 80.6%, of businesses surveyed believe the Government is heading in the 
wrong direction compared to 9.7% who believe it is heading in the right direction. 

 

COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS: 

• When asked if a new variant of COVID-19 or a similar infectious disease were to emerge in 
the next three years, 68% of businesses support moving to an environment where the 
responsibility to assess risk and respond is transferred to businesses in place of Government 
imposed policies and restrictions. 

 

THE LABOUR MARKET: 

• 69% of businesses within the Canterbury region find it more difficult to acquire staff now 
than 12 months ago.   

• 47.5% of businesses find it more difficult to retain staff now than 12 months ago. 

• The above figures remain unchanged from the previous quarter when taking into account 
sample size and margin of error.  

• Of those businesses affected by the constrained labour market, the primary consequences 
they are facing, as a result, are rising wage costs (74.8% of businesses), the workload of 
existing staff increasing (46.8%) and concerns for staff wellbeing (48.4%).  This remains 
unchanged from the previous quarter. 

• 38.3% of businesses affected by the constrained labour market have turned down business 
opportunities because of lack of staff. 

• Businesses are responding to labour market constraints by investing in automation, 
rethinking traditional roles, investing in their current workforce to upskill, and taking 
onboard more graduates and new entrants into the workforce.  

• 62.3% of businesses do not think the Government’s immigration changes have made it 
easier to access staff. 

• 88.7% of businesses do not think the Government is doing enough to address labour market 
shortages.  



• In the past three months, 1 in 5 businesses in the Canterbury region have actively recruited 
new staff from overseas. 

• Those businesses that are not hiring New Zealand citizens who are returning from overseas 
are experiencing delays with Immigration NZ. 

 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: 

• Following the local government elections, 41.9% of businesses believe their local authority is 
heading in the right direction.  45.2% are unsure. 

 

  



METHODOLOGY: 

• Members of the Canterbury Employers’ Chamber of Commerce were canvassed for their 

views on a range of topics, from all districts within the region including the West Coast.  All 

respondents to the survey were senior business leaders.  All business sizes across all industry 

areas were surveyed.  

 

• Responses were collected between Thursday 13 October and Thursday 20 October 2022.  

 

• The next survey will be conducted in January 2023. 

 

 


